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Should I Upgrade My Computer or Purchase a New One?
were still viable but needed some
updates to increase performance. I
extended the life of those computers by about 4 years, saving the
company thousands of dollars.
You can increase the performance
of your computer by increasing system memory (RAM) and
upgrading to a Solid-State Drive
(SSD) if your system has a
mechanical hard drive. Just
upgrading to an SSD will boost
By William R. Cunningham of
the system performance signiﬁReggie’s PC Resources
cantly. An SSD uses ﬂash memory
for storage instead of spinning
Do you have an older computer
platters used by mechanical hard
(about 5 years old) running much
drives. Therefore, SSDs perform
slower than it used to run? Perfaster and are more reliable behaps you are considering purchas- cause there are no moving parts.
ing a new computer to get better
performance. Consider upgrading
In some cases, increasing the
before you buy a new one.
amount of system memory will
improve performance. When
Several years ago, I suggested up- a computer system is short of
grading some of a company’s com- memory, it will swap data to and
puter systems instead of purchas- from system memory and the hard
ing new ones. They were running
disk. That process, called paging,
Microsoft Ofﬁce products, Adobe
decreases performance if it ocAcrobat, and some other busicurs excessively, e.g., when there
ness-type software. The computers is insufﬁcient memory. Increasing

system memory can reduce paging
and improve performance.
So, before deciding to purchase
a new computer, determine if an
upgrade to your current one will
work. It could save you money.
Now, should you upgrade to Windows 11? I recommend that you

DO NOT upgrade to Windows 11
at this time. For one thing, if you
have an older system, you may not
be able to run it without upgrading your system. In other cases,
you will not be able to run it at all
due to incompatibilities. You will
need to run a tool Microsoft provides to check if your computer is
compatible with Windows 11.

Go to www.rpcr.com/upgrade-my-computer-or-buy-new for more
information or upgrading assistance.

